the separation of two sequential modulators, thus generating a fringe pattern with peak-to-peak spacing ~hat may be smaller or larger than the laser wave~ \ length. It is suggested that such devices could be used to detect and study the 'modulatiGn process, and because they operate with massive charged particles, to perform a wide variety of new experiments and high precision measurements.
Intr2duction
Considerable interest and controversy has arisen from a 1999 experiment 1 which seems to indicate that an electron beam can be appreciably modulated by a laser beam using a solid material as· a coupler. In that experiment, the electrons . passed through a thin crystalline film irradiated oni ts edge with a focussed laser beam, and then impinged on a non-fluores·cent screen. Light of the same color as the laser was reportedly emitted from the regions on the screen where the electrons impinged, and this was taken as evidence of electron -2-LBL-220 modulation. The controversy has dev~oped from the lack of a sui table model to , 2 account for the emitted intensit~_, ~d the failure of others to reproduce the experiment may indicate that the original.'observations are not easily explained.
Nevertheless, there appear to'be reasonable models for modulation processes, and recent calculations i,ndicate t}lat appreciable ('V percents) modulation can be achieved with present teChniques.
Qua.ntum-~echanical -calclllations of the modulati(>n process are straightforward.
3 · The incident electron wave' is scattered into a coherent superpositipn the incident waves produces modifications of el.ectron ~~s.ity, ~rent"etc.
that va.r.yin space. and time. The detection of such. mo~ffi.eations(henc_e thoe mO,dulation) presents a formi4~bl~ experimental problem, however. The electrons may be. pictured as osclilatib.g rapidly among the various energy eigenstates, (" and linear detect"ors which. cannot follow tb"ese o~cill.ation~ must take some' sort of average over many cycles . Hence all the first order interference e f f e c t s ) , will average to Zero 'In~ing' the PlOd:llJ.ation lmobservait:ile. Recently, Favro and 4 .
cq-workers -have shown that if' electrons iii; a coherent superposition state strike an a.ppropriately resonan.t target, the excitation cross-section will be l'arger . than the incoherent value, and this could provide a means of detecting and studying the modulati(;mprocess. llowever, such mechanis,mS are ,cooperative electron effects, and depend upon the square of the beam current.
We w.ish to point out that if the ~leCtr<:m beB.liD-illl -~odulate<;l twic,le, \ either bypassing through two crystals brby l1s'ing two J:.r frequencies~ n~ interference effects occuX:.which could be,obEl~rvable. In, these processel3, the· seccipd modulation acts like a coherent detector or aelll.odulatorfortne ",;, .
. -i . include the static periodic crystal potential, the linear electron-laser interaction, the linear optically induced polarization of the crystal, and the distortion of the laser field by the crystal.
-+
We now make several simplifying as'sumptions: 1) The intera.ction V(r,t)
is weak so we can use perturba.tion theory; 2) The incident electron wave is plane, monoenergetic, and nonrelativistic;:
3) The electron current is small so
cooperative el~ctron effects are negligible; 4) The modulator'separations and observation distances are large compared with the dimensions of the modul.a.tors.
+
With these assumptions it is a relatively simple matter to solve for ~(r,t). We have done this by using the free particle propagator to cqmpute the perturbation series expansion of the Green I s fun~tion, a technique that. is well-known in timedependent scattering theory.5 The result can be written
where ~Ois the inci'dent plane wave, ~ia), ~ib) are the first-order scattered
is the second-order spherical wave scattered first Py
is the spherical wave scattered by a in second order:' etc.
j Thus, the modulated wave is a linear superposition of the inc:bdent'wave } and various spherical waves with certain amplitudes and phases. The'elec-6ron
. il' I probabill y density is P e = ' " ' " so we examine the varlous,. quadratl.c and b lnear 6 products of Eq. (2). Consider the product
which repreaen.tsthe interference of the'firat-order wave wi a ) with the incident wave ~O.
In the forward direction (K IIKO) for n = O,tlle, exponent v~ishes and " n the term is a constant, while for n :f 9, i toscillates s:hiusoidally at the lase:D frequency w 'V 10 15 Hz. . Any detector that c.annot follow these oscillations will.··~ n take some sort of average over many cycles, a~d' that will be zero. Thus; VJ~ '~ia) and the similar term VJ~ VJi b ) give no detectable contribution to P e .
-5- Now consider the product -+
This leaves a phase factor linear in the modulator separation L (a.rta other parwmeters), so the term will vary sinusoidally with L. Other products 
,an ~O ~2
can also have time-independent components, but these
naturally do not involve L in a nontrivial way. Now consider the case when two fr, equencies Q , Q are nearly (but not n m .
exactly) equal, so the time dependence is nearly (but non exactly) cancelled.
. n m run mn . In a simple case where only two frequenCies are present, only a single <;lifference frequency I1w IV 0 is generated. Thus, we conclude that the electron density will have the,form (6) .
. plus rapidly osCillating terins. f]'inge pha6e~ changes by 2:rr'when the modulator spaCing L is changeliby , ..
• "' -.j .'
/ .
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\7.:,--where S = vic and A is the laser wavelength. Thus, the electron fringe separations are smaller than the laser wavelength by a < 1, and in theory could be arbi trarili'~ma;ll. This "fringe compression" effect is similar to light traveling in a medium with index of refraction n > 1, and could be the basis of high precision measurements. Such a device would have sensitivity between optical and x-ray interferometers, and may lead to coupled electron/ optical and electron/ x-ray interferometers in the same; way that coupled x-ray/optical interferometers have been discussed recently for length standard comparisons.
8 On the other hand, it may be more convenient to mechanically couple the laser and the crystals so that ~<P is an arbitrary funct,i0n of L. Thus
which can be larger than the la.serwidth. Thus, "fringe expansion" is also possible, and can be quite dramatic. In fe.ct the fringe wavelengths could be made infinite (a "zero beat" condition) or negative, meaning that the fringes move oppositely to the change ~L. In this operation, the interferometer acts like a Moire" fringe magnifier. The "zero beat" technique could be used to eliminate overlapping fringes independently, thus unravelling a complex modulation spectrum. Alternatively, the Fourier transform of the signal versus distance gives the spectrum directly.
3. Velocity measurements. Since 4> depends on the particle velocity This "time~lag" effect is entirely classical, and exists whether or notther'e is de Bi-oglie .... wave interference present. We suggest tha.t such a time lag could be observededirectly with a laser modulated' electron interft;!rometer. , This techniquewo~dhave the adva.ntages ofa single beam and great sensitivity.
As another application we can mention the possibility of ~asuring the gravitational acceleration of electrons and positrons. In principle the inter~ ferometer should work as well (although not identically) with p~sitrons as with electrons. By orienting the path L vertically, a velocity change for a particle ~ivistically, arid h~ve n()t indicated the ef'fects of, fini~emo'dulator thickness and velocity distribution. In fact ,theapplicability of perturbation theory itself might be questioned. However" it appears that a more complete theory would mereiyblur the fringe pattern, but not materially alter the conclusions reached above.
'~.
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In tllese formulas we use f.(p,q) = • .<
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